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Newer companies are 
entering the market by 
endowing more intangible 
capital (as can be seen from 
the rising R&D and SG&A 
curve). They relied more on 
intangibles (incl. brand, 
technology, algorithm, etc.) 
than fixed assets and capital, 
making the relevance of 
old/conventional financial 
accounting information 
decreases sharply (from 80% 
in the 1950s to 25% in the 
2000s).

Technological 
capabilities as new 
asset?



Look how quickly the world 
changes. This map, drawn by 
Randall Munroe in 2007, 
represented the most popular 
online communities of the time 
as islands and continents. Land 
size was based roughly on the 
number of users of each service.

https://xkcd.com/256/



Innovation as Creative 
Destruction

• “Innovation would destroy existing 
technologies and methods of production by 
newer and more efficient products.”

• Digital economy’s discontinuity, uncertainty 
• Telephone line » optical networks » 

wireless » the Internet protocol platforms
• Mergers, acquisitions, investment and 

disinvestment worldwide
• Social and political restructuring



Digital Market 
Restructuring

• Industrial restructuring

• disappearing industry boundaries, entry barriers, market positions

• interfirm alliances, cost-reducing innovations 

• Deregulation

• collapse of natural monopoly 

• competitive entry and repricing
• privatization, M&A, strategic alliances

• Newly competitive positioning 

• ‘hypercompetitive’ strategy

• substituting for protected market position

• Technological assumption shift

• digital, wide-bandwidth, wireless, platforms  

• Business ecosystems = cooperative business models

• act in unison and share core capabilities







Digital Innovation

• Digital innovation is the creation of (and 
consequent change in) market offerings, business 
processes, or models that result from the use of 
digital technology.
• Include a range of innovation outcomes: new 

products, platforms, services, UX, etc.
• Broad swath of digital tools and infrastructure for 

making innovation possible: 3D printing, data 
analytics, mobile computing, etc.

• Possibility that outcomes may be diffused, 
assimilated, or adapted to specific use contexts 
such as typically experienced with digital platforms



(Old) Fundamental Assumptions 

#1 

Innovation is a well-bounded 
phenomenon focused on fixed 

products

#2

The nature of innovation 
agency is centralized

#3

Innovation processes and 
outcomes are distinctly 
different phenomenon



#1 Innovation is a well-bounded 
phenomenon focused on fixed 
products

• Most digital designs remain somewhat incomplete and in a 
state of flux

• Unprecedented level of unpredictability and dynamism

• Boundaries have become more porous and fluid

• Innovation processes and outcomes have become less 
bounded in terms of their temporal structure

• Less clear as to when a particular process of innovation phase 
starts and/or ends

• Innovation processes unfold in a nonlinear fashion across time 
and space

• Innovation processes and outcomes reflect newer success 
criteria and underlying factors
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#2 The nature of innovation 
agency is centralized

• The shift toward distributed innovation (Lakhani & Panetta, 2007; 
Sawhney & Prandelli, 2000), open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003), 
network-centric innovation (Nambisan & Sawhney, 2007)

• Unexpected collection of actors with diverse goals and motives 
engage in the innovation process (Bogers & West, 2012)

• Such collectives can opt in and out while their goals change, new 
competencies are needed, motivations shifts, complementary 
capabilities need to be garnered, new constraints and 
opportunities emerge, or varying contributions become 
recognized (Lusch & Nambisan, 2015)

• Digital platforms and open standards enable collectives to 
pursue innovation collaboratively (Boudreau, 2010; Gawer & 
Cusumano, 2014; Parker et al., 2016)
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#3 Innovation processes and outcomes 
are distinctly different phenomenon

• Dependencies between innovation processes and 
innovation outcomes are complex and dynamic

• Generate multiple “wakes of innovation”, 
unexpected interactions and collaborations between 
different stakeholders

• Innovation processes and outcomes are shaping and 
being shaped by the other.
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New Logics of Digital Innovation

Dynamic problem-
solution design

Socio-cognitive 
sensemaking

Technology 
affordances and 
constraints

Orchestration

This refers to the approach of continuously adapting and 
refining solutions to fit evolving problems. It’s like 

adjusting your route on a road trip based on traffic or 
road closures to reach your destination efficiently.



New Logics of Digital Innovation

Dynamic problem-
solution design

Socio-cognitive 
sensemaking

Technology 
affordances and 
constraints

Orchestration

This involves understanding how people think and 
interact within social contexts to make sense of complex 
situations. It’s like interpreting social cues and norms to 
understand what’s going on in a group conversation or 

social gathering.



New Logics of Digital Innovation

Dynamic problem-
solution design

Socio-cognitive 
sensemaking

Technology 
affordances and 
constraints

Orchestration

This means considering both the capabilities and 
limitations of technology when designing solutions. It’s 
like understanding what a smartphone can and cannot 

do when developing a new app or software.



New Logics of Digital Innovation

Dynamic problem-
solution design

Socio-cognitive 
sensemaking

Technology 
affordances and 
constraints

Orchestration

This involves coordinating various elements or 
components in a harmonious way to achieve a desired 

outcome. It’s like conducting an orchestra, where 
different instruments play together under the direction 

of a conductor to create beautiful music.
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ANALYSIS
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THEORY METHODS



Innovate in Methods to Study Innovation 

COMPUTATIONAL 
SOCIAL SCIENCES

CONFIGURATIONAL 
ANALYSIS

COMPLEXITY 
THEORY METHODS

This method uses computers 
and data analysis to study 
how people interact and 

influence innovation. Imagine 
if you could use computers to 

analyze millions of social 
media posts to understand 
how people talk about new 

ideas or products. 
Computational social sciences 

do just that, helping 
researchers uncover patterns 

and trends in human 
behavior related to 

innovation.

Configurational analysis looks 
at how different factors come 

together in various 
combinations to drive 

innovation. Think of it like 
solving a puzzle: instead of 
focusing on one piece at a 

time, configurational analysis 
looks at how all the pieces fit 
together to create the whole 
picture of innovation. It helps 
researchers identify which 

combinations of factors lead 
to successful innovation and 

which ones don't.

Complexity theory helps us 
understand how complex 

systems, like economies or 
ecosystems, behave and 

evolve over time. Imagine if 
you were trying to understand 

a traffic jam. Complexity 
theory wouldn't just look at 

individual cars; it would study 
how interactions between 

cars, roads, drivers, and other 
factors create the traffic jam. 

Similarly, in innovation, 
complexity theory helps 

researchers see how various 
factors interact to shape the 

innovation process.



What is the difference?



What is the difference?

Our understanding of tangible concepts (i.e., 
bicycle) is often grounded in direct sensory 

experiences. We can observe the shape, color, 
texture, and functionality of a bicycle through our 
senses, which helps us comprehend it more easily. 
Tangible concepts are usually easier for humans to 
grasp because they align with our innate ability to 

perceive and interact with the physical world.



What is the difference?

Understanding intangible concepts (i.e., electric 
signals through telephone line) often requires 

more abstract thinking and mental 
representation. We cannot see or touch electric 

signals directly, so we rely on mental models and 
explanations to understand how they work. 

Intangible concepts may be more challenging for 
humans to comprehend because they often 

involve complex systems or ideas that are not 
immediately accessible through our senses.



Digital Innovation

Entanglement 
between the 

two

Digital 
materiality

Physical 
materiality

Artifact that can be 
touched/seen, hard to 

change, connote a 
sense of place and time.

Software incorporated 
into an artifact can do 

by manipulating digital 
representations.



Fundamental 
properties of 

digital 
technology

• reprogrammability 
von Neumann 
architecture

• data homogenization
discrete representation of 
binary 0 and 1

Technology affordances: An action potential, that is, to what 
an individual or organization with a particular purpose can do 
with a technology or information system (Majchrzak & Markus, 
2012).
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#1
Convergence

#2
Generativity

These properties provide 
environments of open and 
flexible affordances that results 
in 2 unique characteristics of 
organizational innovation with 
digital technology:

https://blog-assets.freshworks.com/freshdesk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/08175019/When-is-it-
best-to-use-chatbots-vs.-humans-for-customer-service-1.png



#1
Convergence

• brings previously separate user 
experience 
• triple play/quadruple play: TV, 

internet, mobile phone

• embedded into previously 
nondigital physical artifacts 
• smart technology/products

• bring together previously separate 
industries 
• Skype, Netflix, Gojek













Consequently…

• Apple is mostly an iPhone company (52.5%)

• Facebook is 97.5% an advertising company 

• Google/Alphabet is 86% advertising

• Amazon is mostly a store & marketplace (72.9%)

• Microsoft is diversified

An key part of corporate strategy is to understand what, ultimately, drives firm 
revenue – especially in the digital economy.



#2
Generativity

• procrastinated binding of form and 
function (Zittrain, 2006); new capabilities 
can be added after produced 
• iOS & App store

• manifested in the wakes of innovation 
(Boland et al., 2007) 
• 3D visualization in architecture & 

construction project, 3D printing in 
prototyping manufacturing

• leaves unprecedented volume of digital 
traces as by-product (derivative 
innovations)
• jogging exercise data, social media 

conversation and big data





Custom 
wireless 
sensor 
node

Insole 
Augmented 
with Force 
Sensitive 
Resistors

Insole Augmented with 
Force Sensitive 

Resistors

Synchronised foot 
pressure data (205fps 

video)

Harle, R., & Hopper, A. (2012). Sports Sensing: An Olympic Challenge for Computing. Computer, 45(6), 98–101. 



Nvidia has unveiled AI face-alignment that means you’re always looking at the camera during video calls. Its new 
Maxine platform uses GANs to reconstruct the unseen parts of your head — just like a deepfake. The same 

technology can also be used to save on bandwidth. Only key facial movements are recorded and transmitted; the 
rest of the face is AI-generated in real time. The results are super impressive.

https://www.theverge.com/2020/10/5/21502003/nvidia-ai-videoconferencing-maxine-platform-face-gaze-alignment-gans-compression-resolution



#1 
Importance 
of Digital 
Platform

• A building block, providing an essential 
function to a technological system—which acts 
as a foundation upon which other firms can 
develop complementary products, 
technologies, or services (Gawer, 2009)

• Is not new, but digital technology make it widely 
spread and hypothetically unlimited
• firms now innovate by creating platforms 

rather than single products, form an 
ecosystem that includes heterogeneous 
actors

• allow firms to build not just platform of 
products but of digital capabilities 
throughout the organization to support its 
different functions, e.g., OEMs consolidate 
design & control of components that were 
formerly dispersed among suppliers



#1 
Importance 
of Digital 
Platform

• Implications:
• balancing generativity vs. control, e.g., Apple iOS 

& jailbreak
• shared more data and processes across 

organizational boundaries, e.g., 3D visualization 
between design firms, construction firms, etc.

• innovation activities become increasingly 
horizontal, e.g., same app for different devices

• Too much heterogeneity and boundless 
innovation creates chaos







#2 
Emergence 
of 
Distributed 
Innovation

• Democratized innovation, distributed 
control across multiple organizations 
(Chesbrough, 2006; von Hippel, 2005), 
harness creativity outside of organization

• Increase the heterogeneity of knowledge 
resources in order to innovate from 
specialized, self-contained professions or 
industries (Barrett et al. 2012)



#2 
Emergence 
of 
Distributed 
Innovation

• Implications:
• Knowledge resources will be increasingly 

heterogeneous and often temporarily 
integrated, changing dynamically in response to 
unpredictable changes from inside and outside 
firm’s ecosystem

• Innovation increasingly requires that others be 
enable to innovate as well, e.g., API SDK

• Emergence of new industrial structures, parallel 
coexistence of long tail & superstars

• Introduces new forms of risk, unintended 
consequences







#3 Prevalence 
of 
Combinatorial 
Innovation

• Creating new products or services by 
combining existing modules with 
embedded digital capabilities, e.g., running 
shoes and microchip/GPS, Facebook’s API



#3 Prevalence 
of 
Combinatorial 
Innovation

• Implications:
• Modularity is a crucial condition for combinatorial innovation, but 

adopted from physical world and assume stable and fixed 
boundaries » need to be expanded; boundary of a product is 
unknowable and the products/services remains incomplete

• Firms need to invest in new forms of creativity » build environments 
of constrained serendipity (Faraj et al., 2011)

• Ideas will not only spread, follows the S-curve, but will mutate and 
evolve as they spread

• A heightened complexity of the innovation process » heterogeneous 
modules, diverse actors, systemic risk, unintended consequences

• Consequently, firms must now (1) learn how to build up 
and organize digital platform and (2) learn how to 
carefully deal with fault lines.





Key Takeaways



On a More Personal 
Level
• 5 billion people use the internet. Less than 1% 

understand it. 

• But you can’t sit (and watch TikTok) and wait for 
this new technology to unfold. You must learn 
and use the new technology, and play your part 
in shaping the future.



Potential Benefit

Equip yourselves 
with the skills and 

knowledge needed 
to thrive in future 

careers, regardless 
of your field of 

study.

Develop the ability 
to identify 

challenges, 
brainstorm 

solutions, and 
leverage 

technology to 
address real-world 

problems 
effectively.

Gain insights into 
how to identify 
entrepreneurial 
opportunities, 

develop innovative 
solutions, and bring 

ideas to market, 
fostering an 

entrepreneurial 
mindset and spirit of 

innovation.

Gain a deeper 
understanding of 

digital technologies, 
trends, and 

emerging concepts, 
enhancing their 
technological 
literacy and 
adaptability.

Better positioned to 
compete in the 

global job market 
and contribute to 

the competitiveness 
of your countries 
and organizations 
by harnessing the 

power of 
technology to drive 

innovation and 
growth.

Explore how 
technology can be 

used to create 
positive social 

impact and 
promote 

sustainability.

Cultivate a growth 
mindset and a 

willingness to learn, 
adapt, and embrace 
change, which are 
essential attributes 

for success in 
today’s dynamic 

world.







In 2021, Google’s revenue was $257.6B Most of it came from 
advertising: That means, from tracking your online behavior and 

identifiers, and selling it to the highest bidder?



In 2021, Apple’s revenue was $365.8 Billion. Apple is not in the ad 
business and preaches “privacy is a fundamental human right.” 

But …

According to the New York Times, Google pays Apple between $8 and 
$12 billion annually to make Google the primary search engine on its 

iOS devices. In 2022, that amount is estimated to reach $20 billion.



In 2021, Microsoft’s revenue was $168.1 Billion They only made 
$10B in ad revenue. 

But …

They’ve been assembling a formidable empire in the ad-tech 
space, and have multiple ways to access your data: LinkedIn, Xbox, 
Azure, Bing, Edge and more. Brands will soon be able to advertise 

in Xbox.



In 2021, Meta’s revenue was $117.9B Almost all of it from 
advertising.

Anything you do on Facebook, Instagram, (possibly) WhatsApp, 
the “sign in with Facebook” button. From metadata -- browser, EXIF 

data on photos, location, camera. And Meta Pixel, used for 
retargeting, is on over 8 million sites.



In 2021, Amazon’s revenue was $469.8 Billion. Amazon gathers 
data about your preferences, so that they can sell you more stuff 

on Amazon.

Your purchases, reading habits on Kindle, entertainment on Prime 
Video, requests on Alexa, and even home visitors with Ring. Their 

software is so good at prediction, that third parties hire its 
algorithms at Amazon Forecast.







Question 
to Ponder
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Thank you
See you anytime soon!


